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Andrew Schorr:
Dr. Mascarenhas, here's our question we got in from Kathy. She says, “Many people on interferon struggle with depression.
Is that a real issue for people with interferon therapy, and how do we combat it?”
Dr. Mascarenhas:
So that's a great question. I think it is a real issue. It's sometimes not always appreciated by the treating physician and the
patient. It can be overlooked or not even acknowledged often. So we recognize more and more that depression, anxiety,
agitation, emotional ability can be real complications or adverse effects of drugs like interferon. That can sometimes be
insidious. Sometimes patients don't always feel or realize it up front, and it can become increasingly a problem as therapy
goes on leading to issues related to their home life, social life and their work. So I think it's a real issue. I think the first thing
is patients need to be aware of it before going on interferon.
I think patients who have a history of depression, particularly major depression or anxiety, need to seek consultation of
their psychiatrist. A decision needs to be made whether it is in their best interest to be on interferon and, if so, how to be
monitored and managed prior to and during therapy. I think physicians need to be attuned to it and make sure they ask
those questions. Then honestly a lot of times I get insight into whether someone is struggling—usually not by the patient
but by the loved one. The loved one will come in and say, you know, this is not the person I've been married to for 20 years,
or there [are] anger issues here. There's clear anxiety, and my spouse is not seeing it but I am, and I'm trying to
communicate it to you. So that’s happened multiple times. I've missed it where the patient comes in, and I don’t necessarily
see it at that visit. But, you know, if you dig a little bit further and you speak to the loved ones, there's something there, and
that can really decrease the quality of life. One of the main objectives of goals of therapy is also to improve the quality of
life.
And one must think of all the aspects that can lead to a decreased quality of life, which could be a bubbling anxiety or
depression that's really hurting the person. So I think depression is really an issue. It needs to be discussed and needs to be
monitored.
Andrew Schorr:
And treated.

Dr. Mascarenhas:
And treated.
Andrew Schorr:
Okay, and it can be treated.
Dr. Mascarenhas:
It can be. Sometimes it means adding an antidepressant. Sometimes it means psychotherapy. Sometimes it means
discontinuing or reducing the dose of peginterferon alfa-2a (Pegasys), but there definitely are ways to address it.
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